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Abstract

Problems of optimal plans for statistical acceptance control were considered
by R.A. Van der Warden and A. Hald in the case when the indication of a checking
product is a random variable ξ having the normal distribution. In the present
work, more general conditions are imposed upon the density of ξ, moreover the
Sheppard corrections are taken into account.

Mathematical theory of statistical acceptance control (SAC) was created by A.N. Kol-
mogorov [1] and S.Kh. Sirajdinov [2].

Optimal plans of SAC in minimax statement were investigated by R.A. Van der
Warden [3], and bayesian plans of SAC were introduced by A. Hald [4].

The most general problem of SAC in a widely known form is contained in the
following. Let there be a totality containing N products. Quality of each product from
this population is characterized by an indication ξ (for example, a product is considered
as a suitable one with respect to a given limit T if ξ < T ). The question is on quality
of a set (party) of N products on the whole basing on a random sample consisting of
n independent observations over ξ.

SAC gives possibility to realize current control of manufacturing process, preventing
in time output of poor-quality products, on the one hand, and allows to carry out
acceptance of output ready products with least outlay, on the other hand. The last is
reached by means of choosing plans of SAC. On the base of plans of SAC, it will be
known how much pieces of products will be necessary to choose randomly for control
and under what conditions solution on acceptance or rejection of products will be taken.

According to what has been said above, results of control over ξ represent a sample
(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) consisting of n independent random variables (r.v.’s) with the common
distribution function F (x). Suppose that F (x) is a known function up to values of
parameters µ = Eξ, σ2 = Dξ. Such assumption is typical for a lot of problems of
mathematical statistics.

Let T > 0 be a given number (admissibility level). A product is considered as a
suitable one if its indication ξ < T (otherwise, it is considered as a defect product). A



part of defect products in the totality is the probability
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The following economical parameters are used to count total outlay connected with
any kind of plans of SAC. Let a be a damage of a defect product in accepted party, b
be a damage of a defect product in rejected party, c be a cost of checking of a product
in the sample. Parameters a and b don’t depend on a kind of control and realization
of SAC makes sense if a > b + c.

Let ξ as a random variable have a continuous distribution with the density func-
tion f(x). Further, we suppose that the density f(x) = F ′(x) satisfies the following
smoothness conditions and boundedness:
A) f(x) and its first derivatives of the order 2s (s ≥ 1) are continuous for any x,
B) for some A > 0

sup
x
|x|5f (k)(x) ≤ A < ∞, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2s.

Let δ > 0 and ξ0 be a r.v. independent on any ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn and having the uniform
distribution on the interval (−δ/2, δ/2) .

Set

Iα =

(
ξ0 + αδ − δ

2
, ξ0 + αδ +

δ

2

)
, α = 0,±1,±2, . . .

The system of intervals {Iα, α = 0,±1,±2, . . . } forms a separation of the number axis,
moreover, the origin of reference ξ0 is chosen randomly. If nα is the number of elements
of the sample (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) located in the interval Iα, then the value

S2,δ =
1

n

∑
α

nα (ξ0 + αδ)2

represents a 2-sample moment when elements of the sample (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) round off
up to the nearest divisible by δ. It is clear, exact expressions of Eξ2 can be obtained
adding some corrections to ES2,δ expressed in terms of powers of δ. They are called the
Sheppard corrections (see [5]). For example,

ES1,δ = Eξ, ES2,δ = Eξ2 +
δ2

12
.

The plan of SAC, corresponding to the case of the variance σ2 is known but its
mean µ is unknown, is denoted (Zδ, σ) where

Zδ = S1,δ + kσ,

k is a number called “the factor” of control. For the plan (Zδ, σ) , a solution of the
control is the following:

if Zδ < T, the totality is accepted;
if Zδ ≥ T, the totality is rejected.



A plan of the control (Zδ, σ) is considered as an optimal one if the sample volume n
minimizes the maximal by p value of the “residual” risk function R(p, n) (see definition
of this function in [3, 4]). Thus, for the optimal sample volume n = nopt, the following
equality holds:

R (nopt) = min
1≤n≤N

max
0≤p≤1

R(p, n). (∗)

According to (∗), choice of the plan of SAC is a minimax statement of the problem
of organization of SAC, and it is uncertain to expect obtaining of exact expressions for
nopt(N). On the other hand, in most cases for not large values of the totality volume N
necessity in SAC is eliminated. Therefore it is appeared necessity to study a problem
on asymptotical behavior of the optimal sample volume nopt(N) as N →∞.

Theorem. Let the density function f(x) of a r.v. ξ satisfies to the conditions A) and
B). Then for large values of N and small values of δ (N → ∞, δ → 0), the following
relation

nopt(N)

N2/3
= 0.193

[
a− b

c
f(u0)

]2/3

+ O

(
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(
1
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,

δ2

N2/3
, δ2s

))

holds for the optimal volume of the plan (Zδ, σ) where u0 = F−1(1− p0), p0 =
c

a− b
is

the part of “indifference”.

Proof of theorem is based on results of work [6] where estimate for the rate of con-
vergence is obtained in central limit theorem taking account of Sheppard corrections.
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